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Chair's message, by Nathan Wakefield
A new year is upon us, and we've got some great things coming up for 2016! We already have nearly the full
year's lineup solid for our highly successful Tricks of the Month videos. There are some great contributors slated
for this year. On top of that, we've started a new video series to complement our Tricks of the Month, where
each contributor is profiled in a video interview.
At our last Board Meeting, we approved new International Representatives. Jorge Vilchis is our new Mexico
Representative, Gino Crovetto Pellegrin is our Peru Representative, Santi Durango is our Colombia
Representative, and Geovanni Zamora Granados is our Central America Representative.
In other IJA political news, Warren Hammond has resigned from the IJA Board of Directors. We wish Warren all
the best in his future endeavors.
Since the new year, we've kicked our 2016 festival preparations into high gear. Our Facebook event page is now live! Expect major
announcements, including more special guests (beyond those listed below) in the coming weeks.
Juggle on,
Nathan Wakefield
IJA Chairman

Open board position (Feb to July) - call for interest, by Don Lewis
Board member Warren Hammond has resigned his seat before the end of his term. The IJA bylaws allow the IJA Board to appoint a member in
good standing to the Board to serve the remaining term, which ends in July 2016. If you are interested in helping the Board for a few months,
please contact Nathan Wakefield. You could fill this temporary position and/or also be nominated for a regular Board position in the upcoming
election.

Board nominations open, by Martin Frost
Want to help steer the IJA? Got some good ideas for what the IJA should (or should not!) do? Run for the IJA Board, or if you think you know
someone who would be a good Board member, talk to them about running. The current volunteer directors on the IJA Board are working hard

to keep the IJA alive and vibrant. Each year the IJA needs new volunteers to join the Board and help decide the directions the IJA will go.
About half of the seven Board seats are up for election each summer for a two-year term. You help out for two years and then you can relax
and let someone else step up if you want to. Or, you could offer to run again. The best person to nominate may be staring at you in the mirror.
Serving on the Board can be very rewarding. Submit a nomination to ijanominations@juggle.org by the May 15th deadline. Email that same
address if you have any questions about serving on the Board. For more details, see: http://www.juggle.org/business/nominations.
There are lots of things happening to prove that the IJA is still relevant. Help promote the IJA and build on a legacy of success. Get on Board!

2016 IJA Festival in El Paso, Texas, July 25-31, by Jim Maxwell
EL PASO UPDATES: pricing, registration opens March 1, some special guests
The 69th IJA Festival in El Paso is quickly taking shape to be one of epic proportions. Not only do we have historic prize money on the line for
the IJA stage championship (thanks to our generous friends,
iiWii and Unna Med), but we also have an incredible show
lineup in the works.

Festival registration opens on March 1, with
Early Bird pricing available only through March
14, so plan on registering in early March!
Event Package
purchase date

March
1-14

Mar 15Jun 30

At the
fest

Adult (age 18-64)

$199

$239

$259

Youth/Senior (1117, 65+)

$139

$189

$219

All your favorite events are back: XJuggling, Renegade, Numbers Championships, Joggling, plus the return of Gauntlet. Other events are still in
the works, so stay tuned to the website and next month's eNewsletter. Festival information is available at http://www.juggle.org/festival, with
more details to come.
Reminder: We have negotiated special IJA rates for three top-tier hotels in the downtown area of El Paso -- all within easy minutes walk of the
beautiful El Paso Convention Center. Make your reservations today -- see hotel info below.

SPECIAL GUESTS
We're thrilled to announce that Emil Dahl will perform his ground-breaking Magnet Opus in the IJA Cascade of Stars gala, as well as offer a
two-day special workshop. Also slated to perform during the week: Braulio Lopez, Jorge Vilchis, Gabriel Estrada, Fernanda Sumano,
Rootberry and Kelsey Strauch. Of those, the first four are are gold or silver medalists from the 2011-2015 IJA Regional Competitions (IRC) in
Mexico and Central America. More guests will be announced soon.
Among our emcees for shows and championships are Dan Holzman, Bekah Smith, The KamiKaze FireFlies, and Scotty Meltzer & Katrine
Spang-Hanssen.

Emil Dahl of Sweden
Performs his ground-breaking Magnet Opus in the IJA Cascade of Stars Gala

The KamiKaze FireFlies
Cascade of Stars Emcees

Bekah Smith
Juniors Championships Emcee

Fernanda Sumano
2011 IRC Mexico Gold Medalist

Braulio Lopez
2015 IRC Mexico Gold Medalist

Dan Holzman
Welcome Show Emcee

Jorge Vilchis
2013 IRC Mexico Silver Medalist

Gabriel Estrada
2015 IRC Central America Gold Medalist

Kelsey Strauch
Welcome Show Performer

Scotty Meltzer & Katrine Spang-Hanssen
Individuals and Teams Championships Emcees

2016 IJA Festival in El Paso, Texas, July 25-31- hotel information
Our three El Paso hotels are taking IJA room reservations for next summer at IJA
rates. Go to the IJA festival website, move your mouse over Festival and click on
Lodging to see all the details.
See this hotel information grid for a summary of all three official IJA festival hotel
options in downtown El Paso.
Camino Real Hotel El Paso - $89.00 + tax
DoubleTree El Paso Downtown - $95.00 + tax
Holiday Inn Express El Paso Central - $89.00 + tax

Patience and pick-ups in passing, by Don Lewis
The recent tenth year anniversary TurboFest in Quebec City was a great opportunity to see some impressive juggling on the gym floor and
amazing work on stage. The Water on Mars show was a triumph of making the nearly impossible look easy, or at least possible. I've been
fortunate to have attended all ten TurboFests. It is a great way to start a new year.
There is plenty to see and do on the gym floor at any festival. Workshops help demystify those tricks that look impossible and bring them a little
closer to your reality. One thing that we have all done at some point is struggle with the basics. It can be pretty intimidating getting out on the
gym floor and doggedly trying to master the cascade while everyone around you is doing amazing things. If you can spot those people and
patiently spend a few minutes helping them over the rough spots, you'll see amazing progress happen very quickly.
I was fortunate to be able to work with a couple of people at the festival that were just getting their club juggling under control and had already
tried some tentative passing. Two or three passes of four-count was about as much as they could manage before dropping everything but their
enthusiasm. At this point, there is some value to taking a step backward and trying to install 3-count passing before they get too right-centric.
But, in the reality of a festival, that is probably just going to introduce too much frustration. They want quick progress, and they are already on
the 4-count path. If you invest an hour in just standing there and working on some basic skills, you will see impressive progress. An hour is
about as much as a beginner can stand before they get tired. Tired jugglers practice mistakes, so watch carefully and quit on a success. Even
if they say they aren't tired, you probably are, so take a break. If things have gone well, I usually like to try at least a few minutes of 3-count, just
to prove to them that it is possible. Since 3-count is a more balanced pattern, they often get the rhythm pretty quickly - even though the left
hand passes may be a bit wonky for a while.
I was quietly practicing chops as a warm-up off in a corner of the gym. When I paused to pick up a few errant clubs, a shy juggler who had
been watching asked how I was able to do chops. So I explained how the trick worked and saw a look of mystification. Turns out that she had
a more or less stable cascade and no tricks yet. Chops is not the place to start. As she turned away, having gotten a discouraging answer, I
asked if she had done any passing yet. Apparently she had just started but thought she wasn't good enough to pass with me. So I said, "OK,
lets have a go." Sure enough, after two passes her self throws were anywhere but where she was.
This is a great place to start! They can almost feel how it is supposed to work. They're ready to learn, but a bit embarrassed at "wasting" your
time. It isn't a waste at all. Lots of people were patient with me when I was learning. It's a pleasure to pay that forward. And it seems to unguilt the student to tell them that they're helping me pay off my "beginner's debt".
The first thing is to just get warmed up. The first few passes with anyone can take a bit of getting used to, even when they're good. At this point
they can't really correct bad throws or adapt to different rhythms, so it is important to put the passes right into their hand on their beat. Watch
carefully, because they probably are not watching anything but their own clubs. Wild throws are part of the game so be ready to duck and turn
away from club explosions. Watch how they catch the pass, where the self throw ends up, and what their arm does when they pass.
Typically you'll see catching hands out of position, too narrow self throws, and passing clubs pitched with the wrist at the last possible
instant. .Spend a couple of minutes just passing. Chances are they'll settle down and you'll get runs of up to a dozen passes before it all falls
apart. At this point, switch to a three club chase using their clubs. Work slowly on this because this is your best chance to establish the
fundamental movements. I've described how this exercise works before so I won't repeat all that again. You want this exercise to get three
things to happen automatically. The first is to get the catching hand to move smoothly up from the self throw into the catching position and then
continue on down to the self throw again. It is a circular movement with a smooth rhythm, no jerky starts and stops once you get going. The
second is to get the self throw reliably up and into the other hand, far enough across the pattern so that there is room to make a pass. The third
is to make a smooth relaxed pass to the other person and get the hand back in place in time to catch the self throw. Work on getting them to
catch their self throw somewhere around the middle of the handle and throw from there. A lot of people try to catch and throw from the end of
the handle, because that's what they think the rest of us are doing. If you're aiming for the end of the club and miss, there is nothing left to
catch. And, throwing from the end of the handle just makes it easier to over spin the club. Get them to use their whole arm to throw the pass
and their hand will already be in the right position to catch the self throw. Keep at this until things smooth out, which usually happens after about
five to ten minutes.
If you watch experienced club jugglers carefully, they mostly catch about the middle of the handle where it is flexible, and then let the club slide
through their hand down to the knob as they move into the throwing position. Clearly this is fine. It works well. It is almost instinctive as you
become confident with club juggling, and is essential for many trick throws. The only reason I try to get beginners to throw from a bit higher on
the handle is that it seems to encourage them to throw with the whole arm, and not add extra spin from the wrist. A thing to watch out for is the
student who gets out of sync and tries to save the pattern by pitching a club at the last possible instant. The lower their hand is on the club the

more spin they can crank on with their wrist. It is like dodging a spinning saw blade on the receiving side!
Go back to 4-count passing with all six clubs. After a brief bit of confusion you will see much longer runs between drops. Now the trick is to
keep the rhythm going through the drops. Beginners know that it is possible to pick up and keep juggling. They see others doing it. But they're
usually so busy that they can't see any holes in the pattern that might give them enough time to do it. For some reason, they usually try to juggle
the remaining clubs faster, and often try to pass on every beat as a sort of demented 2-count.
Once you've dropped a club in a passing pattern, you don't have to juggle anything. You just have to throw your partner a club on the passing
beat and catch the one coming to you. In 4-count passing, that means that you have three beats where you don't have to do anything. There is
no law that says you have to pick up and get back to juggling by the very next passing beat. You just have to keep passing a club on the beat.
So, tell your student to relax. They pass a club, and then can spend the next three beats looking around the floor to see where their stuff is
before having to pass again. If they have two clubs left, you'll often see them try to throw a pass and a self at the same time in a sort of panic.
Even if they have no clubs left, you can still throw a pass and just wait for them to throw it to themselves as a self and then pass it out on the
beat. Once they learn to relax, they usually get back in the game pretty quickly.
When they are not juggling, their only obligation is to pass a club to you. It doesn't matter which hand they pass from. It is perfectly permissible
to pass diagonally from the left hand and then catch an incoming pass with that same left hand while the right hand is off looking for clubs.
Picking up is part of juggling. It is more important to keep track of the beat than it is to pick up the clubs. Clubs on the floor generally wait
patiently to be picked up. There's no rush. Eventually they'll have a successful pick-up and almost immediately lose another self throw because
they started juggling too quickly. Just keep juggling and passing a club on the beat. Remind them to relax and breathe occasionally. Once they
learn to concentrate on the beat, the pick-up will begin to feel instinctive.
I've often met beginners that I passed with at a festival the previous year who are already beyond the basic passing that I do by the next
festival. Now that was time well invested!

ARTE: Three shows to watch, by Don Lewis

ARTE is an Internet European arts channel which was initially aimed at the French and German markets. Recently English has been added as
a language option as well. Right now there are three shows of particular interest.
Note: The first time you go to one of the ARTE videos below, you may see a pop-up window that asks you to confirm your default language.
Upon confirming, you'll be taken to the ARTE home page, not the video. At that point, just click on the original video link below again and you
should get there directly since you've already set your default language.
The first is a collaboration between the dance group Kafig and the Acadamie Fratelli titled Wasteland. This piece was originally performed as
pure dance in 2006. It is a sort of French re-make of West Side Story for dance. This new version features four dancers from Kafig, and eight
acrobats from Fratelli. You might say it is hip-hop gone vertical. There is no juggling, but it is still fascinating to watch, if only to see the
transitions from dance to acrobatics and back, in a very modern hip-hop mode.
The second treat is the best of the 36th Cirque de Demain from Paris, hosted by Calixte de Nigremont who is the very definition of stage
presence. There is some very interesting juggling in this show. You'll see precise Russian style juggling, a very smooth hoop routine, and an
intriguing act where the juggler creates his own props from a lump of clay. And there are some pretty amazing circus acts as well.
The third show to watch is the Cirque de Soleil's 30th anniversary concert. This one is only available until mid March.
ARTE also has a huge number of music concerts recorded live at assorted music festivals across Europe. There is everything from classical to
heavy metal, including opera both modern and classic. Some shows are regionally restricted, but a vast number are not. Curiously, most of the
circus related shows are to be found under the Concert header, within the dance category.

2016 Championships: Big prize money, April 1 entry deadline -- getting closer!
There's going to be a lot more prize money given out to the
Championships medalists at the 2016 IJA fest in El Paso,
thanks to generous support from anonymous donors iiWii and
Unna Med. Over $35,000 will be on the line! That includes
$10,000 for the IJA Individuals gold medalist and $10,000 for
the winning IJA Team!
Start working on your routine! The deadline for entering the
Championships, including submitting a video of your full act, is
April 1, 2016. That's a bit earlier than in the past, so don't let
it sneak up on you.

For complete information, go to
http://www.juggle.org/championships.

News from the Mobile Mini Circus for Children
The IJA is proud to support the Mobile Mini Circus for Children (MMCC), an Afghan-International non-profit
organization that uses the medium of juggling and circus arts to help children traumatized by war to heal, build
self-esteem and hope, and to express themselves. We recently received a newsletter update about current
MMCC activities which you can read by clicking on the link. They have had a challenging year, but they are still
working hard to give children hope and happiness. To donate to this program, send a check to the IJA with
MMCC written on the check or use your credit card to donate via the IJA website.

2013 Fest DVD 2-Pack available from the new IJA Store
The 2013 IJA Festival DVD 2-Pack is available for purchase, from the new IJA Store. The price is $30 for members ($40 for non-members). To
get the member price, sign in at ym.juggle.org. Once you are signed in, go to:
ym.juggle.org/store/ListProducts.aspx?catid=449785
We have DVDs for sale from the IJA fests in: 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2012 and 2013. Each year includes two DVDs and roughly two hours of
video.

Latest articles in eJuggle
Rosani - The First "One Man Juggling Show" Juggler
Rosani (Joseph Stadtmuller, 1868-1944) was a juggler who played the American Lyceum and Chautauqua circuits, performing up to a two-hour
show for 40 years. He was born in Brooklyn, NY (USA) and called the New York City area his home his entire life. As a boy, he would spin a
school book or slate on his finger. Rosani said that he could not recall a time [...]
Zé Lima Profile
Shawn from Everyday Juggler takes a little time to talk to Zé Lima about who he is as a juggler. Tune in to learn why he started juggling,
how youtube jugglers inspired him to become the juggler he is and what he wants to communicate through his Tricks of the Month video and
much more.
Juggler's Scoop - January 23rd, 2016
Juggler's Scoop is a bi-weekly collection of the latest juggling videos and news bits from around the web. Here's the latest scoop!
Thom Wall on "Drop Everything" podcast with host Dan Holzman
Host: Dan Holzman Guest: A look at the life and career of "Vaudeville Sensation" Thom Wall. Also on itunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/il/podcast/ejuggle/id1063204159
Juggling at traffic lights
Some have never heard of it, for others it is their daily life. Traffic light jugglers jump out when the light turns red, perform a 30 second routine,
collect cash from the cars and jump back on the sidewalk before the light turns green again! This style of busking is popular in many places of
the world, most notably in South America but gaining popularity in Europe too [...]
IJA Tricks of the Month january 2016 Portugal by: ZeLima
Zé Lima is a juggler from Portugal who has been juggling for 8 years. When he's outside, all he juggles are 6 ball siteswaps, but when the cold
comes, he stays in his room learning weird body throw tricks while watching his favourite jugglers on youtube. Zé Lima é um malabarista de
Portugal que pratica [...]

Desperation Comic
Click to enlarge
Sara Le Cornec Profile
Shawn from Everyday Juggler takes a little time to talk to Sara Le Cornec about who she is as a juggler. Tune in to learn about cool stuff she is
doing in India, why she started juggling, what she wants to communicate through her Tricks of the Month video and much more. Watch Sara's
IJA Tricks [...]
IJA Tricks of the Month January 2016 USA by: Sara Noel
Sara Le Cornec is from Oakland, California. She has been juggling balls and clubs for about three and a half years. Sara started with learning a
lot of club passing, and eventually delved more deeply into 3 club work. This video features some new and old club juggling/manipulation that
Sara has been working on. Besides [...]
Cups And Spoons
The cups and spoons trick is a fun and easy to learn trick that has a long history among jugglers. Let's take a look at the trick, its history,
performers, and variations. Description The cups and spoons trick involves a row of cups that are attached to a board or tray. In front of each
[...]
Juggling in Fashion — The Changing Attire of Performers and Juggling Festival Attendees
Juggling is such a visual art, and we usually focus on the props and the manipulation of those as an audience. However, the attire of the juggler
themselves can also be quite reflective of the theme, performance style, or current fashions of the time period as well. Though it can't ever be
said that I [...]
Steve Rawlings on "Drop Everything" podcast with host Dan Holzman
Host: Dan Holzman Guest: Steve Rawlings talks about how he got his start as a comedy juggler, doing his act in several different languages, his
experiences working in the UK production of "Sugar Babies" and more. Also on itunes: https://itunes.apple.com/il/podcast/ejuggle/id1063204159
Cool Juggler Profile
Shawn from Everyday Juggler takes a little time to talk to the Cool Juggler about who he is as a juggler. Tune in to learn about how he started
juggling, who inspires him, why he is so stoked about what is happening in the juggling community and much more. Watch Cool Juggler's IJA
Tricks of [...]
IJA Tricks of the Month — USA — The CoolJuggler — January 2016
"In this video I wanted to juxtapose technical juggling with this new style juggling that I am currently developing. The nuances you see in this
video are just the beginning of my new line of work." -The CoolJuggler The CoolJuggler taught himself how to juggle at age 13 after being
inspired by a street performer. [...]
Kathi Gultini — "The Lady Juggler"
Kathi Gultini was one of the first and brightest female juggling stars of the twentieth century. Billed as "The Lady Juggler," she considered
herself the female version of a Gentleman Juggler. Kathi was born in Germany in 1889 and began her performing career in 1908. She had been
trained by her father, a well known [...]
Malabar Experimental Collaboration — Part 2
Jugglers of Colombia have united in a video collaboration to highlight the impressive skills of the Colombian juggling scene — also featuring
several invited guests from other countries. This video project has been created by Malabar Experimental — an artistic and cultural Association
based out of Colombia, which seeks the exaltation of juggling and was [...]
IJA Tricks of the month December 2015 Colombia by David Rodriguez
My name is David Rodriguez Castro. I'm originally from Bogota Colombia where I lived for 23 years until three years ago when I moved to
Buenos Aires. I have been dedicated to the circus from an early age and started juggling at age 13. Since then I've been training hard in order
to achieve new things. A year [...]
Interview With Niels Duinker
Niels Duinker is a juggler from the Netherlands with an impressive list of credentials that include performances in Las Vegas, on board cruise
ships from all the major companies in the industry, being listed in the Guinness Book of World Records 3 times, and winning the circus festival
of the Chinese Acrobatics Associations in Taiwan [...]
A Message from the Chairman, December 2015
Another year has come and gone! This year, the IJA held its annual festival in Quebec City and what a memorable event it was! Next year we
head to El Paso for a historic event with the largest prize money payout in IJA history. Because of this, we are anticipating it to be an
exceptionally [...]
Juggler's Scoop — December 24th, 2015
Juggler's Scoop is a bi-weekly collection of the latest juggling videos and news bits from around the web. Here's the latest scoop! — Svetlana
Zueva goes into club kombat mode with a little mortal juggling. — Bill Coad has posted an endurance run of the 10 ball quadplex. — The events
of the 2015 Manipulation [...]
Cirque Mechanics present: Pedal Punk
An exclusively American circus, based out of Las Vegas, Cirque Mechanic is growing year by year and adding innovative performances and hot
young artists to their roster. Chris Lashua, who founded the company in 2005 presents Pedal Punk at the historic New Victory Theater in Times
Square, New York. The theater used to be called [...]

Malabar Experimental Collaboration Video — Part One
Jugglers of Colombia have united in a video collaboration to highlight the impressive skills of the Colombian juggling scene — also featuring
several invited guests from other countries. This video project has been created by Malabar Experimental — an artistic and cultural Association
based out of Colombia, which seeks the exaltation of juggling and was [...]
(Way) Up In The Air — Juggling Pilots Of Yesteryear
Jugglers constantly seek to push the limits of gravity by controlling objects thrown into the air, so it shouldn't be a surprise that several of them
were early airplane pilots as well. Let's take a look at a few of them. HAP HAZARD The idea for this article started when a saw a rough set [...]

Upcoming juggling festivals
For a list of even more festivals, check the worldwide juggling event listings on our website at: www.juggle.org/events.
If you're organizing a juggling festival (or if you simply know of a juggling fest) and you want to advertise it in the IJA eNewsletter, just drop a
note to eNewsletter editor Don Lewis enews@juggle.org. Such listings are free.
The eNewsletter generally comes out near the end of each month. Your festival can be listed for a few months, and you don't have to be an IJA
affiliate to have a fest listed. Hey, jugglers want to know about juggling fests. Help them out and get more jugglers to your fest at the same time.
17ª Convenção Brasileira de Malabarismo e Circo
27 Jan - 31 Jan 2016
Barbacena, Minas Gerais Brazil
http://www.cbmcirco.com
Atlanta Groundhog Day Jugglers' Festival
5 Feb - 7 Feb 2016
Yaarab Shrine Center, Atlanta GA.
http://atlantajugglers.org
JuggleMIT 2016
6 Feb - 7 Feb 2016
Cambridge, MA USA
http://web.mit.edu/juggle/www/juggleMIT.html
Belfast Juggling Convention 2016
12 Feb - 14 Feb 2016
Queen's University Students' Union, University Road, Belfast, BT7 1NF UK
http://www.facebook.com/events/523826204462559/
Brno Juggling Convention 2016
12 Feb - 14 Feb 2016
Masarykova Univerzita - Fakulta Sportovnich Studii, Budova A34, Kamenice 735/5, 617 00 Brno Czech Republic (Ceska republika)
http://www.brnojugglingconvention.cz
Mondo Juggling & Unicycle Festival
12 Feb - 14 Feb 2016
275 Syndicate Street, St. Paul, Minnesota USA
http://mondofest.org
Bath UpChuck 2016
20 Feb - 20 Feb 2016
Founders Sports Hall, University of Bath, Bath, BA2 7AY UK
http://www.facebook.com/events/1651621865106505
Austin Jugglefest XXIII
26 Feb - 28 Feb 2016
Seeger Gymnasium, Texas School for the Deaf, 1102 S. Congress Ave, Austin, TX 78704, USA
http://www.juggling.place.org/jugglefest/
University of Waterloo Juggling Festival 2016
26 Feb - 28 Feb 2016
University of Waterloo, 200 University Avenue West, Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3G1 Canada
http://www.facebook.com/events/1634863290098712
Winter Juggling Convention 2016
26 Feb - 28 Feb 2016
Gravin van Schönbornlaan 4 6431 Hoensbroek Netherlands
https://www.facebook.com/events/495683307261106/

New Zealand Juggling and Circus Festival 2016
4 Mar - 7 Mar 2016
Parakai Springs, 150 Parkhurst Road, Parakai, New Zealand 0830 New Zealand
http://www.nzja.org.nz
British Juggling Convention 2016
30 Mar - 4 Apr 2016
Bell's Sport Centre, Hay St, Perth, PH1 5HS UK
http://www.bjc2016.co.uk
UCSCJC - 2016 UC Santa Cruz Juggling Convention
22 Apr - 24 Apr 2016
Santa Cruz, California USA
http://www.facebook.com/events/1034046879981337
26th Dutch Juggling Convention
5 May - 8 May 2016
Arnhem Netherlands
http://www.njf2016.nl
69th Annual IJA Juggling Festival 2016 - El Paso
25 Jul - 31 Jul 2016
El Paso Convention Center, El Paso, Texas USA
http://www.juggle.org/festival
39th European Juggling Convention, Almere, Netherlands
30 Jul - 7 Aug 2016
Topsportcentrum Almere Pierre de Coubertinlaan 7, Almere, Netherlands
http://www.ejc2016.org
2ª Convenção Caipira de Malabarismo e Circo
7 Sep - 11 Sep 2016
R. Daniel Antônio de Freitas, 115 - Distrito Industrial, São José do Rio Preto - SP Brazil
http://www.ccmc.art.br

